It po-uis-tire-ly gleams and sparkles
It is the jewel of our ca-pi-tal.
Here you come across mustaches so wonderful that neither pen nor brush can do...
wrapped up for the night in the most deli-cate rel-lum
for which their pos-ses-sors show a most
which
most
pos-
show

5. Nevsky Prospekt
But as the dusk settles on the houses and street and the night watchman...
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Then you will encounter large numbers of people, for the most part bears, in warm frock coats and fur coats. Most people are round and warm. The fur coat is a warm cup; the coat of fur is a warm cup. Jacket and coat, cup and cup, cup and coat; cup and cup, cup and coat.
la-dy they've spied from a far a la-dy whose lips and rouge cheeks are so much to the li-king of the pro-me-na-"ders."
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a lady whose lips and rouge cheeks are so much to the liking of the promenaders.

whose lips and rouge cheeks are so much to the liking of the promenaders.
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~ Mad ad libbed shredding

~ Steady rock!

Ooh

Organ with ad lib Leslie
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Dusk falls on Nevsky Prospekt